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Human/Nature. What is their relationship? According to one
paper on the Philosophical Society website, Western attitudes
generally tend toward analytical views, whereas the Eastern
approach is synthetic. A huge oversimplification, but enough to
kick start my thinking about the place we humans occupy—our
physical and mental place in the natural world.
Members of Nebraska Surface Design Association have been
thinking about it, too, in preparation for the exhibition Human/
Nature (July 2–30, 2017) at Hot Shops Art Center in Omaha,
Nebraska. Responses range through an exploration of the ethos
of craft, the nature of making, the personalities of people and
that of plants.
Process is central to the work, whether it is the subject or the
servant. Fabrics are hand-dyed; purchased, personal, or found;
manipulated and ornamented. Work is painted, woven, and
collaged. It is stitched together, quilted, appliquéd. Lora Rocke
says, “Thread is my pen and pencil.” Her quilted portraits bring
to life the nature, or character, of everyday people. Some
plants have personas, too. In western Nebraska, devil’s claw
is a creeping weed with a sharp-edged, curving seedpod that
can puncture cattle’s hooves. Jane Marie, the fifth generation
to live on the family’s dry-land farm, learned early to beware
the threatening hooks. As an artist, however, she admires the
arabesques of their twin arcing spurs.
Nature is as integral to art as are ideas. From art’s earliest
gesture, color has come from earth, plants, and animals, and
these same things have provided supports for our expressions.
Over time, a hierarchy sorted craft from art, a notion Allison
Borgschulte conscientiously challenges by painting on a handdyed and woven “canvas.” Jean Stillmock follows another
thread of textile history by pondering the intersection of
natural materials and human manufacture (literally, made by
hand). Shea Wilkinson’s probe however, explores the future
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Layna Bentley JAR and me 2017 rust, walnut dye on silk,
seracin discharge on the black silk, weaving, beading,
dimensional stitching, 9″ x 18″.

Jane Marie The Stories Within 2016 gourd, devil’s claw pods, citrine
stones, oil paint, copper wire, rusty wire, fencing wire, rusty nuts,
rusty iron pieces, leather, 10″ x 10½″ x 10½″.

with the question, “After the convergence of robot and human
biotechnology, how much longer will it be before we arrive at
homo roboticus?”
For many devotees of surface design, a surfeit of materials
presents an opportunity for tactile and visual play, as well as
an issue of overload. Materials and embellishments flow in and
out of hands, studios, and cultures, acquiring new meanings
and connections with each passing. Dorothy Tuma compares
the layers of her collages to the layers of our lives, and Layna
Bentley says, “I love seeing the little pieces of beautiful fabrics
given new life in a larger setting.” For Dori Settles, it’s an
opportunity to invite the public to engage in a direct way with
creative transformation.

Shea Wilkinson Replacing Our Roots 2015 handdyed silk by artist, cotton, polyester thread, machine
stitching, machine appliqué, 43″ x 24″.

Human/Nature. Each is transformed by the other. Exhibitions
like this, with such varied interpretations of the theme, sharpen
our awareness and remind us of the rewards and responsibilities
inherent to this essential relationship.
The closing reception for Human/Nature will take place July 30,
2017 at Hot Shops Art Center in Omaha, Nebraska.
hotshopsartcenter.com
To learn more about the Nebraska Surface Design Association,
visit: nebraskasda.wordpress.com
—Suzanne Smith Arney is a writer based in Omaha, Nebraska, with
an affinity for fiber art.

Allison Borgschulte Sailor’s Warning (diptych) 2014 acrylic
paint on hand dyed fabric (cotton, silk, and viscose rayon) torn
into strips and hand woven, 48″ x 12″ x 1½″ each.

Dorothy Tuma Torii Gate 2016 batiks, hand dyed
fabric, chiffon overlay, beads, appliqué, machine
quilting, hand beading, 16″ x 20″.
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